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Abstract 
If X is not LindelGf and either X is locally compact or some closed A in X satisfies 
d(A) < L(A), then X2 has a not realcompact continuous image. If X is locally LindelGf but 
not LindelGf or if X is not linearly Lindelijf then either X2 has a not realcompact 
continuous image or some closed subspacc of X maps continuously onto a regular 
uncountable cardinal. If X is either locally Lindelijf or not linearly Lindelijf and X is 
normal, then X2 has a not realcompact continuous image. 
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1. Preliminaries 
In this paper, all spaces are Tychonoff, and we say Y is an image of X to mean 
Y is a continuous image of X. We use T(X) to represent the family of open 
subsets of X. The family of continuous functions from a space X to the closed unit 
interval, 0, is denoted by C(X, 0. A zero set (z-set) in X is a set of the form 
Zr = (x E X: f(x) = 0) for some f E C(X, 0). The collection of all zero sets in X is 
denoted 2,. For each f~ C(X, 0, we define coz(f) = 1.x EX: f(x) > 0). A point 
p E X l = pX\X, the tech-stone remainder of X, is considered to be a free 
z-ultrafilter on X. 
We say that a family 9 has the K-intersection property, if (7 8 # fl for every 
subfamily 8 c .P of cardinality K. The countable intersection property (tip) is the 
same as o-ip. An ideal on a space X is a subfamily of 9’(X) which is closed with 
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respect to finite unions and arbitrary subsets. An ideal 9 is said to be proper if 
X e 9 and K-COmpl&? if U B E 9 for every 3 E [9]< K. As is standard, we use 
the term u-ideal in place of the synonymous term w,-complete ideal. Recall that 
{a,: (Y < K} is a free sequence in X if cl,{ae: p < a} n cl,{ae: p > a} = fl for each 
(Y < K. We call a free sequence (a,: (Y < K) snug if cl,(a,: (Y < K) = 
U u < ,$,{a,$ p < a). We Call it regular-snug if it is snug and K is regular. 
We use the familiar cardinal functions Lindeliif degree L(X) and density d(X). 
In addition, we define q(X), the realcompactness degree, to be the least cardinal K 
such that for each p EX * there is a family ‘Z of open subsets of pX with 
p E fl %cX * and I !2Y I Q K. Unless indicated otherwise, cardinals carry the order 
topology. Thus, q(K) = K for every regular uncountable cardinal K. Given a 
cardinal function rp, we define the projective function prp via pep(X) = sup{cp(Y): Y
is an image of X] and the one-to-one projective function plq via p’p(X) = 
sup{Y: Y is a one-to-one image of X}. 
2. Introduction 
A space is realcompact iff q(X) = w iff every tip z-ultrafilter is fixed [9]. Every 
tip closed filter on a Lindeliif space is fixed; thus, Lindeliif spaces are realcompact. 
Moreover, if a space is Lindelof then all of its images are Lindelof, a fortiori, 
realcompact. In 1968, Mrowka [lo] asked if the converse holds; Arhangel’skil and 
Okunev [ll again asked this question in 1985. To be explicit, we state its contrapos- 
itive: 
If X is a not Lindelof space, must X have a not realcompact image? (Mr.1 
Partial positive answers to (Mr) are given in [3]. Those results suggest investigating 
the following variations of (Mr): 
If X is a not Lindelof space, 
must X” have a not realcompact image? (Mr”) 
If X is not Lindelof, 
must X” have a not realcompact one-to-one image? (MC) 
The purpose of this paper is to present partial results in the direction of answering 
(Mr), (Mr2), and (Mrf). First, we introduce some tools. 
Lemma 1. If there is a free K-ip z-ultrafilter on a space X, then q(X) > K. 
Lemma 2. Let X be a space and K an infinite cardinal. Suppose that there is a 
proper, K-complete ideal, S, which contains a base for the topology on X and has the 
additional property, two zero sets are disjoint only if one of them is in 9. Then 
p =Z,\S is a free u-ip z-ultrafilter on Xfor every u < K. Hence, q(X) > K. 
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Proof. That p is free and fl gp is clear since 4 is an ideal containing a base for 
X. Consider Z = Zr up. For each it E N, f + [l/n, 11 is disjoint from Z, so must be 
in y. Thus, X\Z = U nENf+tl/l~, I] ~3. B ecause 9 is proper and K-complete, 
X\nS= U{X\Z: ZE~)#X, whenever p <K and 8~E[p]~“. Hence, p is a 
CL-ip filter for each p < K. Now, consider Z’ = Z, EJ? Since 9 is a proper a-ideal, 
there is some )2 E N such that g -[l/n, 11 P9. Therefore, p is an ultrafilter. q 
Lemma 3. If (a,: a < K) is a snug free sequence, then K is a continuous image of 
E = d,{a,: cr < K}. 
Proof. E, = c1-J~~: p <a) is clopen in E. So p(x) = min{a: x EE,} defines a 
countinuous map from E onto K. 0 
We often find a subspace E of a not Lindelijf space X which is the closure of a 
regular-snug free sequence of length K. Addressing (Mr), we would like to embed 
K as a closed subspace in some space Y and extend f : E + K continuously to 
f^: X + Y. Sometimes, we can accomplish this by adjunction, that is, set f= f u 
id (X,E) and topologize Y = K U (X\E) by declaring U open in Y if and only if 
K fl U is open in K and f^+ U is open in X. The problem is that Y might not be 
Tychonoff. However, if X is normal then Y will also be normal [2, p. 1441. 
3. A one-to-one image of X2 
For an open cover ‘8 of a space X, we say that f is subordinate to % (f + Z) if 
f E C(X, 0) and there is some U E ‘% with coz( f > c U. Given an open cover % of a 
space X which has no countable subcover and is closed under finite unions, we 
define a space X#, X whose underlying set is X X X. There are two types of basic 
open sets: rectangles, W X V, where W and I/ are disjoint open subsets of X, and 
sharps, 
B(G, 8’) = G x (X\F) U (X\F) x G 
=[(XxG)u(GxX)]\[(XxF)u(FxX)], 
whereGE{f’(&,ll: f~~andO<&<l},F~(ft[&,l]: f+g/andO<c<l), 
and G n F = @. Nota bene, a cozero set G is permitted as an argument of B(-, F) 
only if there are F’ EZ~ and U E 22 such that G c F’ c U, and a zero set F is 
permitted as an argument of B(G,. ) only if there are U E Z! and a cozero set G 
such that F cG’c U. 
In Example 6, we see that the space X#& X actually depends on %. However, 
the choice of g will usually be explicit, in which case we write X#X in place of 
the more cumbersome X&X. We also use x# in place of Z,,,. Let A be the 
diagonal of X#X, that is, A = {(xc, x): x EX}. We define the projection T, which 
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maps subspaces of X#X to subspaces of X, via 64) = {x EX: (n, x) EA}. 
Lemma 4 lists some easy but useful facts about this space. 
Lemma 4. (a> X#X k Tychonoff. 
(b) A, as a subspace of X#X, is homeomorphic to X via x +% (x, x). 
(c) Zf f E C(X#X, 0 then f 0 e E C(X, 0). Hence &Z) ~57~ if2 E.?$. 
(d) X#X is a one-to-one image of X2. 
(e) Zf B(G, F) n B(G’, F’) = $, then either G c F’ or G’ c F. 
Proof. We give h, the separating function for (a, a) E B(G, F). The rest of the 
lemma is routine and left to the reader. For r, s E R, set r V s = max(r, s}. If f + Y 
and we define f “(x, y) = f(x) V f(y), then f v : X#X + 0 is continuous because 
f ,‘(&, 7) = B(f +(E, ~1, f +[q, 11). Now, there are f and g in C(X, tl> satisfying 
f(a) = 1, coz(f 1 c G, dF1 c 111, and g<%. Put h(x, y>=OV(f,(x, y>- 
g,(x, Y>). 0 
Lemma 5. Let v be an infinite cardinal and let Z be an index set with I Z I< v. Let X 
and kY be as above. Suppose that 3 I ‘?J is a v-complete ideal on X, that V and W 
are disjoint open sets in X#, X, and that H c V satisfies rr(H) &Y. Further suppose 
that B(G,, Fi) c Wfor each i E I. 
Then cl,[ U i E ,Gi] E$ Moreover, there is h E r(H) such that cl,[ U i E ,Gil c F 
for every basic open neighborhood B(G, F) of (h, h) which is contained in V. 
Proof. Each 4 is in f because %CJ? Since B is v-complete, there is a point 
h E r(H)\ U ieIZ$ Suppose that (h, h) E B(G, F) c V. Since V and W are dis- 
joint, B(G, F) is disjoint from each B(Gi, Fi). By Lemma 4(e), Gi C F or G C Fi 
for each i. Clearly, the latter never happens (h E G but h e 4). So, U (Gj: i E ZI c 
FEB. •I 
Example 6. Let X be wi with the discrete topology and let %= [Xl ‘O. Then 
X&X= @{L( (Y . (Y < oJ, where L(a) = {(p, y): min#, yl = al is a Lindeliif ). 
subspace of X#, X. Hence X& X is realcompact 15, 12G; 4, 3.11.Dl. In contrast, 
consider %’ = [Xl<“. The space X6, X is not realcompact as Theorem 7(a) 
demonstrates. 
Theorem 7. (a) Zf X tk locally compact, realcompact, and not Lindeliif, and 2! is the 
family of open subsets of X which have compact closure, then X&X is not 
realcompact. Hence, p’q(X2) > o. 
(b) Zf A is closed in X and d(A) < L(A), then for every K < L(A) there is s?/ such 
that q(X& X) > K. Hence, p’q(X2) 2 L(A). 
Proof. (a) Let x be the ideal of sets contained by a a-compact subset of X. Then 
9= {S cX#X: r(S) ~3) is a proper a-ideal on X#X which contains a base for 
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X#X. Towards applying Lemma 2, suppose that H and K are disjoint z-sets in 
X#X with H E 3. We show that K E 4, and thus, Y = X#X is not realcompact. 
Let V and W be disjoint open sets in X#X with H c I/ and KC W. Consider 
arbitrary TE [r(K)]O. For each f E T, let (t, t) EB(G,, F,) C W. By Lemma 5, 
TcU f E rGt c F,, for some h E r(H). Now, r(K) is closed by Lemma 4(c), and 
Fh is compact. Thus, T has an accumulation point in r(K). Therefore, K EY 
because a(K) is countably compact and realcompact, hence compact. 
(b) It suffices to consider d(A) < K <L(A). Fix dense D CA with 1 D 1 Q K. Let 
2! be an open cover of X such that X\A E % and no %’ E [%!I’ K covers A. We 
may assume that % is closed under finite unions. Proceed exactly as in the proof of 
(a) with the following modifications: change / to the ideal generated by { lJ ‘C: %’ 
E [%!I”“}, change T to r(W) nD, and conclude that r(K) nA ccl,(a(W) no) 
= cl,T c Fh EB. Then observe that r(K) c (r(K) nA) U (X\A) EY, hence K 
EY. To finish, apply Lemma 2, noting that 9 is K+-complete. q 
Theorem 8. Let K be a regular cardinal such that K < L(X) and each point x E X 
has a neighborhood N, with L(N,) < K. If X is not Lindeliif then either p’q(X*) > K 
or X contains a regular-snug free sequence of length at least K. 
Proof. We attempt an application of Lemma 2 with %= {U E r(X): L(cl,U) < K) 
and 9={ZcX&X: &)E~], where %= (JcX: 3s cX(JCS and L(S) <K)}. 
If we are successful, then Y =X&X satisfies the conclusion of the theorem 
because 9 is K-complete. As Example 6 illustrates, our attempt can in fact fail, but 
only if 2; \S is not linked. Assume that this is the case, and fix disjoint open sets 
V and W containing, respectively, H, K E_&\Y. For each h E r(H), let (h, h) E 
B(G,, FJ c I/. For each k E r(K), let (k, k) E B(G,, Fk) c W. Set A = L(r(H)), 
and observe that A > K because a(H) is closed and T(H) EJ~ Note that a union 
of fewer than A sets of size less than K has cardinality less than A. Hence, by 
Lemma 5, (G,: k E T(K)] covers r(K) with no subcover of size less than A. So, 
L(a(K)) 2 L(r(H)). By symmetry, L(r(K)) = L(?r(H)). Let IBCG,, F,): (Y <A} c 
{B(G,, F,,): h E r(H)} cover H n A. Inductively choose h, E a(H), 0, E [A]<“, 
and B, E T(X), satisfying 
(1) h, g U p<aBB, 
(2) T(H) n cl,WtJ u G, u U p<aqJ cB,, 
(3) B, = U(G,: 5 E OJ. 
At stage LY <A, IlJ B < ~9, ( < A. Applying Lemma 5, as usual, lJ p <(I B, E/ and 
so has Lindeliif degree below K. The construction terminates at stage A because 
U rr < AB, 3 r(H). As th e increasing cover {r(H) n B,: (Y < A} testifies, A is regu- 
lar. It is not difficult to see that {h,: (Y < A] is a snug free sequence. 0 
Corollary 9. If X is a normal space satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 8 then X2 
has a not realcompact image. Moreover, p’q(X*) > K or pq(X) > K. 
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Proof. Suppose that &&X2) < K. Then X has a snug free K-sequence by Theorem 
8. Since X is normal, X has an image Y which contains K as a closed subspace 
(see Lemma 3 and its following paragraph). Let p be the unique z-ultrafilter in 
cI,JK)\K. Since K is regular, p has CL-ip for each p < K. Hence, pq(X) 2 q(Y) 2 
K. 0 
4. Linearly LindelGf spaces 
The linear Lindebf degree of a space X is II(X), the least cardinal K for which 
every increasing open cover of X has a subcover of cardinality at most K. 
Obviously, B(X) < L(X) for all X. A space is called linearly Lindelof if U(X) = w. 
Following the terminology of [7], the cofinality of a not Lindeliif space X is the 
cardinal 
cf( X) = min{ I 5” I : 9 is a filter base for a free tip closed filter on X} 
= min{ I f2 I: ‘Z is an open cover of X having no countable subcover} . 
For convenience, we define the cofinality of a LindlGf space to be w. Let CAP(X) 
abbreviate the statement “for every regular uncountable cardinal K and every 
A E [XIK, A has a complete accumulation point in X”. Using techniques devel- 
oped in the 1920’s (see [4, 3.12.111, one shows that cf(X) is either a regular cardinal 
or has countable cofinality, and 
L(X)=o*CAp(X) *U(X) =oacf(cf(X)) =o. 
In 1962, MiSEenko [8] produced the first example of a not LindlSf space X 
having singular cofinality and proved that every normal, countably paracompact 
space X with cf(cf(X)) = w is Lindeliif (although he stated a weaker theorem 
using CAP(X)). The class of not Lindelof, linearly Lindelof spaces is apparently 
very narrow; the known examples are limited to trivial variations of MiSEenko’s 
original example. In 1970, Howes [6] asked “the linearly Lindeliif problem”: Is 
there a normal, linear Lindelof space which is not Lindelof? If there is one, it must 
be a Dowker space (i.e., normal but not countably paracompact) as established by 
MiSEenko’s result. To date, no progress has been made towards solving the linearly 
Lindelijf problem [11,12]. We now exhibit its relationship to our work. 
Theorem 10. Zf X is not linearly Lindeliif then for each cr. < 11(X> either some closed 
A c X satisfies d(A) < L(A) > p or X contains a regular-snug free sequence of length 
greater than p. 
Proof. Consider p <n(X). Let Z/5(= (U,: a < K} be an increasing open cover of X 
having no subcover of size at most p. Massaging if necessary, we can assume that K 
is regular and U, \ lJ p < ~ p U # fl for all (Y < K, witnessed by a,. If there is (Y < K 
such that A = cl,{aa: p 6 (Y) is contained by no lJl E %, we are done. Otherwise, 
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construct sequences (5,: LY < K} and (7,: (Y < K) increasing in K such that cl,{a,: y 
< 5,) c U,= and tP < Q < 5, for all p <(Y < K. Then {a[=: (Y < K) iS a snug free 
sequence. 0 
Corollary 11. Zf X is not linearly LindelGf, then either plq( X 2, > ll( X) or X contains 
a regular-snug free sequence of length K > p for each p < 11(X). 
Corollary 12. Zf X is normal and not linearly Lindbf then pq(X’) 2 11(X). More- 
over, p’q(X*) > 11(X> or pq(X) > 11(X). 
Corollary 13. Zf every normal linearly Lindeliif space k Lindeliif, then the square of 
every normal not Lindeliif space has a not realcompact image. 
Remarks. In [3], it is shown that a counterexample to (Mr) must contain a free 
w,-sequence and have tightness at least wl. It is also shown that w1 can be 
replaced by 2” in the above statement if friendly cardinal arithmetic is assumed. 
Using the methods of 131, one can show (in ZFC) that if X is a counterexample to 
(Mr:) then X contains a free (2”)+-sequence and the tightness of X is at least 2” 
and if X is normal then t(X) > 2”. 
We are indebted to W. Fleissner who devised X#X for locally compact X and 
suggested that it might be useful in this investigation. 
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